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 A holographic display is a realistic three-dimensional (3D) display because it 
produces an exact copy of the wave front of scattered light from 3D objects.  It demands 
a wide viewing angle for 3D visualization.  However, the viewing angle of holographic 
displays based on conventional spatial light modulators (SLMs) is less than 3°.  The pixel 
pitch of conventional SLMs is in the range of 10–100 μm.  Recently, we have fabricated 
a two-dimensional pixel array with sub-micrometer-scale pixels for a wide-viewing-
angle holographic display.  The pixels were driven by a thermomagnetic recording 
system using a metal mask that formed fringe patterns.  However, the reconstructions 
of 3D images were fixed.  In this paper, we describe the results of the reconstruction 
of any 3D images using a tilling optical addressing method.  The tilling optical method 
reproduced any magnetic fringe pattern with 5 × 107 pixels for the reconstruction of 3D 
images.

1. Introduction

 A holographic display is expected to produce a realistic three-dimensional (3D) 
display without special glasses because it produces an exact copy of the wave front of 
scattered light from an object.(1–8)  In general, a 3D holographic display demands wide 
viewing angles for 3D visualization.
 However, the viewing angle θ of holographic displays based on conventional spatial 
light modulators (SLMs) is less than 3° in accordance with eq. (1):(9)

	 θ = sin−1(λ/2p), (1)
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where λ is the wavelength of the reference light, and p is the pixel pitch of the SLMs.  
The p of conventional SLMs [liquid crystal devices (LCDs)(10) and digital micromirror 
devices (DMDs)(11)] is in the range of 10–100 μm.  Downsizing the pixel sizes of SLMs 
for a wide viewing angle is limited by the driving current lines and other limitations 
of the fabrication process.  Therefore, we developed a holographic display with a wide 
viewing angle using magnetic pixels (3D-MOSLM).(12)  To form magnetic pixels, we 
used a thermomagnetic recording system(13–16) to control the direction of magnetization 
by the optical addressing method.  This method has the advantage that it is possible to 
fabricate sub-micrometer-scale pixel arrays without a driving line and a pixel structure 
on the magnetic medium.
 We have reported that the 3D image can be reconstructed with a wide viewing angle 
from sub-micrometer-scale magnetic pixels.  To write many magnetic submicron-size 
pixels on the array, a frame-written laser system was used; the beam from a pulsed 
laser passed a two-dimensional (2D) hologram metal pattern positioned by a three-axis 
positioning stage.  The magnetic pixel was formed with dimensions of 800 × 900 nm2, 
and the viewing angle of the reconstructed image was more than 30°.  However, for 
demonstrating the principle, the reconstructed 3D images were fixed, because this system 
used a metal mask with a fixed 2D hologram pattern.  Therefore, the display could not 
change the 3D images because the metal mask was used to write the hologram pattern.
 In this paper, we describe the results of forming magnetic pixel patterns using the 
tilling optical addressing method.  In this method, a part of the fringe images is shown on 
DMDs and transfers the fringe pattern to a magnetic film.  This method can enlarge the 
area of a 2D hologram pattern when the writing position is adjusted by an x-y-z stage.

2. Experiments

 First, the magnetic film was an amorphous Tb78Fe22 (a-TbFe) film (100 nm thick) with 
perpendicular magnetization(17–19) fabricated on a glass substrate by ion beam sputtering.  
The magnetization intensity became approximately zero at the Curie temperature of 120 
°C.  As anti-oxidizing films, 20-nm-thick SiN films were fabricated on a glass substrate 
and those 50 nm thick were fabricated on the Tb22Fe78 film.  These SiN films produced 
a localized mode in a-TbFe to provide a large rotation angle.(20)  The magnetic media 
structure was designed by the matrix approach method(21) for localized light in magnetic 
media.  The Kerr rotation angle was 0.7°, the Faraday rotation angle was 1.3°, the 
reflectivity was 8.8%, and the transmissivity was 0.18% at 532 nm.
 Second, to control the hologram pattern, we fabricated an optical system using the 
tiling optical addressing method, which consists of a pulsed laser, a DMD, objective 
lenses, an x-y-z stage, and magnetic media.  The optical system for the tiling optical 
addressing method is shown in Fig. 1.  A DMD (Discovery 1100, 1024 × 768 pixels, 
maximum driving speed of 22 kHz/frame) was used for the tilling optical addressing 
method.  The DMD showed part of the 2D hologram pattern.  To write the hologram, a 
pulsed laser (Nd:YAG laser) operating at 355 nm with a pulse width of approximately 10 
ns and a frequency of 10 Hz was used.  The optical parametric oscillator was a MOPO-
SL-1P (Spectra-Physics) to control wavelength.  The laser was used to illuminate the 
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DMD.  The DMD displayed the image of a 2D hologram pattern.  The laser power 
ranged from 10 to 40 mW in 10 mW steps to fabricate the magnetic pixels.  To expand 
the hologram area, the writing area was moved with an x-y-z stage (the maximum 
moving distance was 20 mm with 1 μm resolution).
 The 2D hologram pattern on the DMD was transferred to the magnetic film by two 
object lenses whose focal lengths are 100 and 10 mm.  The pixel size was decreased to 
one-tenth of the original size of the DMD.  Therefore, the pixel size of the DMD was 
13.6 μm, and the magnetic pixel size was 1.36 μm.  The viewing angle of the 3D images 
was about 23° in accordance with eq. (1).
 To demonstrate the 3D-MOSLM, we calculated a 2D hologram pattern of a 3D object 
by the computer-generated hologram method.  The 2D hologram pattern was calculated 
by the half-zone plate method.(6,9)  This method has an advantages, that is, the calculation 
time is half that of the full-zone plate method and the reconstructed image can be cut 
from a conjugate image.  The 3D object was a 3D framed-cube image, the length of a 
side of which was 3.74 mm, the length of a side of the hologram area on the magnetic 
medium was 14 mm, and the distance from the magnetic medium was 20 mm (Fig. 2).  
There were approximately 10000 × 10000 pixels in the hologram area.

Fig. 1. (Color online) Optical system for the tilling optical addressing method.

Fig. 2. (Color online) An original 3D image for the computer-generated hologram.
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 We measured the characteristics of the holographic display of the 3D-MOSLM 
with a submicron magnetic pixel array.  The optical system for object visualization 
consisted of a CW laser (λ = 532 nm, 8.6 mW/cm2) as the reference beam, a polarizer, 
the 3D-MOSLM with a magnetic hologram pattern, an analyzer, and a charge-coupled 
device (CCD) for the detection of 3D images.  The polarization direction of the 
reconstructed image from the magnetic medium was rotated 90° from the incident light.  
Therefore, this 3D-MOSLM had an adequate ratio of intensity of 1st diffracted light to 
intensity of 0th transmitted light.(22)  The transmissivity of the polarizer and analyzer was 
about 35% and the extinction ratio was from 10−4 to 10−5.  The diffraction ratio was 18% 
at 90°.  This optical system operated in transmission mode.  Therefore, the reconstructed 
image was represented as transmitted light from the 3D-MOSLM.

3. Results

 Figure 3 shows the mesh pattern on the DMD and the mesh pattern of the magnetic 
pixels produced on the magnetic medium by the tiling optical addressing method.  A 
square width was 136 μm on the DMD, and a square was 10 × 10 pixels in Fig. 3(a).  
Figure 3(b) shows the magnetic pixel array when the laser power was 30 mW.  The 
hologram pattern of light on the DMD could be reduced to one-tenth its size and 
transferred to the magnetic film.  In this result, a pixel 13.6 μm in size on the DMD was 
reduced to 1.36 μm on the magnetic pixels by objective lenses.
 We wrote the magnetic pixel array of a 2D hologram pattern obtained by the 
computer-generated hologram.(6,9)  Figure 4(a) is a part of the computer-generated 
hologram pattern that was displayed on the DMD.  This image size was reduced to 
one-tenth of the original by the tiling optical addressing system and was transferred to 
the magnetic film.  Figure 4(b) shows the transferred 2D hologram pattern.  The 2D 
hologram pattern on the DMD was accurately transferred by reducing its size on the 
magnetic film.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Mesh pattern of magnetic pixels: (a) hologram pattern on the DMD and (b) magnetic pixel 
pattern on magnetic media.
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Fig. 4. Fringe pattern of 3D object: (a) part of the hologram image on the DMD and (b) magnetic 
pixel image of the same area.

Fig. 5.  (Color online) Reconstructed image of a 3D object: (a) viewing angle was 5° from the left 
side and (b) viewing angle was 0°.

(a) (b)

(a) (b)

 Figure 5 shows the reconstructed holographic 3D image.  The 3D image could be 
reconstructed by transferring a 2D hologram pattern when a reference light illuminated 
the magnetic pixel array.  The reconstructed images showed the same pattern that was 
designed by the computer.  These results show that the 3D-MOSLM can represent a 
flexible 3D image.

4. Conclusions

 A holographic display represents the image of a real 3D object.  We have developed 
a wide-viewing-angle 3D-MOSLM.  In this paper, we described the results of forming 
magnetic pixel patterns using the tilling optical addressing method.  This optical system 
has a DMD to display any 2D hologram pattern, objective lenses to reduce the pixel size, 
and a pulsed laser for thermomagnetic recording.  The magnetic pixel size was about 1.36 
μm.  This optical method could represent any 3D image.
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